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Introduction
a yardstick of discernment, and David
Daniels, a friend and supporter for many
years. His ambition of acquiring a great
explorative collection, often through
Shepherd Gallery, kept our spirits high.
Beginning in the 1970s the Gallery
began to produce catalogs that were
more than listings. Enamored with
Agnes Mongan’s catalogs for the Harvard
Art Museums, the Gallery began to
record conditions, watermarks, foundry
marks, labels on stretchers – everything
relevant to the history of a painting, a
drawing or a sculpture. Today, such
information is common practice, but in
the 1970s-80s it was a novelty for a
gallery catalog. The Gallery undertook
serious studies in French nineteenth
century art, helped by its friend and colleague Georges Martin du Nord in Paris,
which led to the catalog of The Figure in
French Art. Another thorough investigation of this period resulted in the catalog
of Christian Imagery in Nineteenth Century French Art. To rescue French nineteenth century sculpture from being
treated as nothing but commercial products, the Gallery issued two substantial
catalogs, Western European Bronzes and
Nineteenth Century French and Western
European Sculpture in Bronze and other
Media. The Gallery followed up with two
more exhibitions of sculptures (Viewpoints, 1991 and Thirty Sculptures,
1996), and eventually published a Handbook with a comprehensive list of Euro-

Shepherd Gallery was founded fifty years
ago, when Robert Kashey and Martin
Reymert (1936-1992) joined their independent enterprises in a townhouse at 21
East 84th Street. It was called Shepherd
Gallery after a dog, since both owners’
names were difficult to spell, and the idea
of shepherding clients towards buying a
work of art appealed to both founders.
Both Robert Kashey and Martin
Reymert were devoted to the nineteenth
century. They loathed the big nineteenth
century “machines” and anecdotal pictures. They liked drawings, oil sketches,
watercolors, and paintings which predicted new directions. Martin Reymert’s
intimate knowledge of drawings and
Robert Kashey’s love of sculpture
expanded the realm of their interests.
A number of galleries were already
devoted to the nineteenth century: in
New York Robert Isaacson’s Durlacher
Brothers and James Coats, and in London Godfrey Pilkington. Shepherd
Gallery learned a lot from them. Sympathetic art historians advised, and a large
number of clients helped to pave the
way. Many were highly visible public figures with busy lives, but they followed
the Gallery with enthusiasm, and found
time to expand their insights. Among all
these valued supporters the Gallery
would like to mention just two names:
Professor Dudley Johnson at Princeton
University who collected English drawings, and whose taste remains to this day
5

pean foundries. In 1989, The Julian
Academy 1868-1939, with a list of teachers and artists compiled from archives by
Catherine Fehrer, became a useful reference book for researchers. To cultivate
the connection to Europe, the Gallery
hosts regular invitational exhibitions of
English Art, for many years under the
direction of Christopher Wood. Along
with these exhibitions, the cooperation
with European colleagues led to surveys
of Swedish, German, and Italian art.
In the East 84th Street premises the
Gallery installed a studio for paper
restoration as well as a Service Department, reflecting the tradition of early
twentieth century galleries who assisted
their clients. The Service Department
continues to this day under the expert
guidance of Joseph Gibbon.
In 2004 the long-time Gallery manager, David Wojciechowski, was made a
full partner, acknowledging his dedication and expertise. In 1999 the Gallery
relocated to its present location, becoming known as Shepherd and Derom Galleries. Patrick Derom, a long time friend
and colleague from Brussels, contributed
his knowledge of 20th century art to the
Gallery’s exhibitions. Shepherd Gallery
was the New York representative for his
Brussels Gallery from 1998 until 2012.
As of 2013, a similar arrangement
connects the Gallery with Wienerroither
& Kohlbacher, a Viennese Gallery specializing in Austrian twentieth century and

classic modern art. The Gallery changed
its name to Shepherd W & K Galleries.
While the Gallery’s interest remains the
exploration of the nineteenth century and
the academic tradition, the connection to
the Viennese gallery opens a new and
exciting spectrum.

*
Fifty years. To mark the occasion, the
Gallery chose five works to be presented
in this catalog. These five works represent
unfinished Gallery business. Each piece
defines a turning point in art history,
which has not yet been fully appreciated.
Franz Xaver Seegen, a member of
the Vienna Academy, a Baroque sculptor, produced a model to teach students
about anatomy, during the time of the
Enlightenment. When the Gallery
exhibited the piece in 2015, it appeared
under wrong dates. Its present representation adds a new aspect to this sculpture. Carl Agricola innovated a style of
landscape drawing which was ahead of
his time. Adolf von Hildebrand was a
herald of modern sculpture. Jean-Léon
Gérôme created designs for furniture
that remain unknown and unrecorded.
And finally, in Man Ray’s image of a
black face leaning against a white face,
a new connection to Brancusi was discovered.
Shepherd Gallery is looking forward
to continuing its explorations.
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The Academic Tradition
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SEEGEN, Franz Xaver Martin 1723 – 1789
Austrian School
ACADEMIC MALE NUDE, 1783
Linden wood. Height: 5’4” (163 cm). Signed and dated on the right side of the wooden
base: Xaverii Seegen 1783.
Exhibition: Wandlungen – Ereignis Skulptur. Die Sammlung Clemencic, Österreichische
Galerie Oberes Belvedere, 2004, cat. no. 19
Ex-collection: René Clemencic
Formerly: Galerie Wolfgang Hofstätter, Vienna
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hat is known about the life
and work of Franz Xaver
Martin Seegen has been
greatly amended in recent years by the
work of Barbara Fielhauer (née von der
Heiden-Kopf).1 Her dissertation is in the
works, and the following notes depend
to a large extent on her research and
that of Mária Pötzl-Máliková, who wrote
the major study The School of Georg
Raphael Donner in Slovakia.2 Ignaz de
Luca3 provided a useful list of Seegen’s
early work in his Gelehrtes Österreich of
1776-78.

stadt). Whether he actually created some
figures there, or just assisted in their
making, is a matter of future research.
However, for the Church of St. Ulrich in
Vienna, Seegen definitely created all the
figures for the High Altar and additional
figures of saints on the terrace; other
sculptures in this church are not yet firmly attributed.
Other early works by Seegen include
a large Crucifix for a calvary near Linz. It
was cast in lead, a typical medium for
sculpture in Austria, where bronze casting was technically not well developed. A
Tomb Monument for Count Appony is
mentioned by Ignaz de Luca, but its
whereabouts are elusive.
Seegen was married in 1752 and had
a son Joseph in the following year. At his
death, Seegen had two surviving daughters. In the 1760s, he moved to Slovakia
(then part of the Habsburg Empire,
known as Upper Hungary). He followed
the call of a Cistercian Cloister in Nitra
(then Neutra) to create a series of narrative panels in wood on the Life of St.
Francis, to be fitted into choir stalls. A
similar commission came from the order
of the Camaldulians near Nitra, who
wanted a series of panels in wood on the
Life of St. Romuald, the founder of their
order. Most of Seegen’s work was located
in and around Bratislava, at that time a
key city of the Habsburg Empire. Maria
Theresa was crowned Queen of Hungary
in Bratislava. The traditional Hungarian
coronation church of Bratislava holds
one of the major works by Georg
Raphael Donner (1693-1741), in whose

Seegen was born in Austria into a
family of sculptors. His grandfather,
Bartholomäus Seegen, and his father, also
named Bartholomäus, were both sculptors. Franz Xaver Martin Seegen was baptized on November 7th, 1723. At age
seventeen, he began attending the Academy, taking drawing lessons. As a youth,
he carved saints and other sacred subjects in ivory, which the Jesuits sold to
Spain and India. By 1750, at age twentyseven, he was paid for his work at Kirchbüchl (belonging to the Cistercian
Convent Neukloster in Wiener Neu-

1

Barbara von der Heiden-Kopf (identical with Barbara
Fielhauer), “Beiträge zum Leben und Werk der
Wiener Bildhauer Franz Xaver Seegen und Johann
Wagner” in Generationen, Interpretationen, Konfrontationen. Sammelband von Beiträgen aus der Internationalen Konferenz in den Tagen 20.-22. April 2005;
ed. Barbara Balázová.
2 Mária Pötzl-Máliková, “Die Schule Georg Raphael
Donners in der Slowakei” in: Mitteilungen der
Österreichischen Galerie, 17 (1973), no. 61, p. 117
ff. This essay is illustrated and extensively annotated, including references to the important work of
Maria Aggházy and Pál Voit.
3 Ignaz de Luca, Gelehrtes Österreich. Ein Versuch,
vol. II, 1776-78, p. 352.
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essential that the piece was created during
the reign of Joseph II (1780-1790). After
Maria Theresa’s death, her son, the Holy
Roman Emperor Joseph II, realized his
resolute committment to his understanding of the philosophy of the Enlightenment. He abolished serfdom, ended the
death penalty, liberated Jews, built hospitals, improved social justice – and he also
dissolved monastic orders. In Austria
alone, one-hundred-fifty monasteries were
confiscated. The buildings became stables
or warehouses and the land was sold. The
monastery in Majk, where Seegen had created wooden choir stalls, was one of those
disowned convents. For Seegen, this was a
heavy blow, since he had worked for the
Church all his life. In 1781, he found work
in the parish church of Stockerau (near
Vienna), but it seems he had to execute
another artist’s models. He created decorative Coats of Arms and Vases, such as for
a parish church in Vienna-Grinzing, and a

fig. 1

school Franz Xaver Seegen is frequently
included. After the fall of the AustroHungarian Empire in 1918, borders were
re-drawn, churches and cloisters were
neglected, and consequently many of
Seegen’s works are now difficult to
attribute. The literature about Seegen is
now published in Slovakian,4 Hungarian,
and German.
Barbara Fielhauer assumes that Seegen returned to Vienna when he was
offered a membership in the newly
founded Kupferstecherakademie, which
was to become the Vienna Academy. Seegen was made a member in 1769, together with Franz Xaver Messerschmidt
(1736-1783). His acceptance piece was a
bozetto of Lot and his Daughters.
The present sculpture is dated 1783
(fig.1), not 1763 as previously misread and
misquoted. This misreading was due to
the fact that all references, including
Thieme-Becker, listed Seegen’s death date
as 1780. Barbara Fielhauer’s research corrected his birth and death dates. It seems

fig. 2 (detail)
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mysterious wooden box in
the art collection of the
monastery of Klosterneuburg
(the box is filled with wooden plates inscribed with
texts about trees).
Seegen sculpted the
present Male Nude perhaps
in hope to see it used in
the Academy. A painting by
Johann Zoffany (17331810) of the Academicians
of the Royal Academy
(1772)(fig. 2) depicts a lifesize figure quite like the
present one, lined up with
classical sculptures, which
served as teaching tools. In
2004, when the present figure was exhibited at the Belvedere
(Vienna),5 it was titled Academic Male
Nude, another hint that it was connected to academic teaching. On close
inspection, one will also see that the left
foot of the sculpture is suspended in air,
as if the figure were moving. This is not
an accidental fact, because all muscles
underneath the suspended foot are fully
realized. No life model could hold a
pose like this long enough for the artist
to sketch it. Also, the Baroque gesture of
the spread-out hands seems to be an
additional challenge to the draughts-

fig. 3

fig. 4

man. All this seems to indicate that Seegen’s figure was intended for an academic use.
Given the lack of Church commissions, it is also possible that Seegen
attempted to set up a studio of his own.
As a member of the Academy, he was
entitled to have assistants, a point mentioned in the Academy archives of 1773.
Whether these assistants received regular lessons from him, including drawing
classes, is not known. In this context it
might be interesting to note that in
1783, the date of the sculpture, Joseph
II ordered that all craftsmen had to submit their final test piece for their master ’s degree to the Academy. The
curriculum and candidates for teachers
of drawing at the newly established Normal Schools were also overseen by the

4

Georg Raphael Donner and Bratislava (1693-1741),
Slowakische Nationalgalerie, November 1992 –
April 1993, pp. 105, 106-7, 115.
5 Schemper-Sparholz in: Wandlungen – Ereignis
Skulptur. Die Sammlung Clemencic, eds. Gunter
Bucher, Lukas Feichtner; photographs Christine de
Grancy (Vienna, Österreichische Galerie Belvedere,
2004).
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plaster or bronze in many museums
throughout the world. Another life-size,
signed and dated figure is displayed in
the Vienna Academy: Martin Johann Fischer’s (1740-1820) lead-pewter Anatomische Figur-Ecorché (fig. 4) of 1803.
In 1787, Seegen was sued for not paying his rent. He died in poverty on
December 23, 1789. The Brothers Hospitallers (Barmherzige Brüder), who maintained a hospital in Vienna-Leopoldstadt,
took care of him in his last days.

Academy. Is it possible that Seegen
wanted to use the sculpture in his own
studio to train artisan sculptors in the
craft they needed to comply with the
new decree?
During the time of the Enlightenment, when science became a foremost
concern, other artists created images and
sculptures of anatomical details of the
body. One of them was Jean-Antoine
Houdon (1741-1828) whose life-size
Ecorché (1766) (fig. 3) can be seen in
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A Discovery in
Landscape Drawing
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AGRICOLA, Carl 1779-1852
Austrian School
LOG HOUSE WITH WOOD PILE, MEN THROWING STONES
Brown ink over red chalk on off-white wove paper. Watermark: IV. 12 x 15 1/2” (30.5 x
38.3 cm). Double line drawn by the artist around image.
18
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C

als. His home was a center for artists,
writers, and musicians, including Ludwig van Beethoven.
In 1836, on the occasion of the 25th
anniversary of Clemens Metternich’s
presidency of the Academy, a substantial
number of alumni were made members
of the Academy, among them Carl Agricola and Friedrich Overbeck. Little is
known about Agricola’s life as an older
man. He had students, became a widower, and died in Vienna in 1852.

arl Agricola was born in Bad
Säckingen in 1779. After initial
training at the nearby Academy
of Karlsruhe, he travelled in 1793 to
Vienna, where he studied at the Academy under Heinrich Füger. He became a
well established artist, creating engravings, miniatures, portraits, and later on
mythological paintings and watercolors.
During his last year at the Academy,
Agricola began to supplement his
income by making engravings and
miniature paintings, the mainstay of his
future professional life. His teacher
Füger was ready to withdraw from the
field of miniatures, probably because a
cataract diminished his eyesight, but
also because he wanted to devote himself to “high art”, i.e. historical painting.
He deemed it unworthy of an academy
director to paint miniatures. Agricola
assumed this task and became famous
for his miniatures, which included an
engraving of the Duc de Reichstadt.
Agricola became the chief recorder
of Füger’s paintings, rendering them as
etchings for the print market. A number of Füger’s works hung in the gallery
of Count Moritz von Fries, the son of
the merchant and banker Johann Fries,
who had been ennobled by Joseph II.
During the first two decades of the
nineteenth century, Moritz von Fries
was the richest man in Austria. He built
a mansion across from the emperor’s
palace, decorated it with some three
hundred masterworks, and filled it with
an additional collection of over 400,000
prints, drawings, sculptures, and miner-

*
Since our exhibition of The Album
of Carl Agricola (Fall 2000) additional
landscape drawings have come to light.

fig. 1
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A number of sheets had been removed
from the album, prior to our acquisition
of it, leaving “ghost” images, i.e.
reversed impressions on the opposite
pages. The present drawing is one of
these re-discovered sheets. It matches
its “ghost” in the original album and is
therefore easy to authenticate and date.
We have as of now located all but one of
the “ghost” images that were left in the
album, bringing the number of landscape drawings to thirteen (see Addendum p.25– p.27).
All of these drawings, executed in
1810, epitomize an exciting “newness”
in landscape drawing. Unlike traditionally arranged views, with fore-, middleand background, and people as
“staffage”, in the present work, the log
house cuts into the bottom line of the
drawing, leaving no foreground. The Two
Men Throwing Stones present a Romantic naturalism that expresses a dramatic,
enigmatic tension, unusual for the date
of these drawings. These characteristics
hold true for all these drawings where
human figures are included. In many of
them the artist depicted himself (fig. 1)
along with his companions, which might
also have been a reason to gather them
in an album.
Agricola’s landscape drawings present an additional step in early Romanticism which has not yet been discovered.
The Olivier brothers, who are usually
considered the innovators of a new way
of visualizing the landscape, arrived in
Vienna in 1814 (fig. 2), four years after
Agricola’s drawings were made. It is pos-

fig. 2

sible that, around 1814, the brothers
met Agricola, perhaps through Count
Fries’s circle. The intriguing question is,
how Agricola, a predominantly neo-classical artist, suddenly created a whole
series of drawings that predate comparable Nazarene or Romantic drawings by
several years. Where did this inspiration
come from? Who were his prototypes?
The date of the drawings, 1810,
points to an important year in the history
of Romanticism. It is the year when a
group of students, under the leadership
of Friedrich Overbeck and his friend
Franz Pforr, left the Vienna Academy for
Rome, where they became known as the
Lucas Brotherhood, soon to be called the
Nazarenes. This movement did not happen abruptly. It had been brewing in
Vienna for at least a year, and Agricola
was certainly aware of it. The cult book
of the new nature worshippers, Wackenroder’s Herzensergiessungen eines Klosterbruders, appeared in 1797, at a time
when Agricola was still at the Academy.
He knew what was in the air, and it is
documented that later on he tried to
help the Nazarenes to receive commissions from Viennese patrons.
21

Agricola and the Lucas
Brothers also shared the
same instruction at the
Vienna Academy. Drawing
was taught by copying old
masters. For the classes in
landscape drawing, the
Dutch seventeenth century
masters were the undisputed models. The Romanticist’s preference for modest
subjects (such as a farm
yard or a dilapidated shed)
was formed by Dutch prototypes, copied during many
hours in the drawing classes.
Agricola was about ten years older
than most of the students who left the
Vienna Academy in protest in 1810. (A
protest, by the way, which was articulated only in letters to their respective
fathers, holding the purse strings, whereas in reality it was a polite affair with
parting visits to the professors and favorable transcripts to take to Rome). The
young rebels were in their twenties, Agricola was over thirty and made a living as
a graphic and miniature artist. To practice this new landscape art would only
have made sense to him, if he could
integrate it in his professional life, which
depended on publications and private
patrons. Turning them into watercolors
or prints was perhaps the initial impulse
that led to the present drawings.
1810 was not only the year the Lucas
Brothers left Vienna, but also the year of
the second and final defeat of Vienna by
Napoleon’s troops. The consequence,

fig. 3

which might also have contributed to the
Lucas Brother’s leaving for Italy, was a
severe economic depression. The court,
along with most of the aristocrats, had
left the city, causing major unemployment. A blockade stopped trade, ships
were rotting in the docks, taxes
increased, paper money became worthless. When the Academy re-opened in
1810, only two rooms could be used for
lack of fuel. Movement in and out of the
city was restricted. Under these circumstances, a hiking tour was perhaps all
Agricola and his friends could afford,
especially if he could turn it into a
money-making project. The areas he visited, Gutenstein and Styria, were seats of
enlightened landlords: Count Hoyos
(Gutenstein) and Archduke Johann
(Styria). Both furthered the development
of small industries on their land, exploiting the free water-power of mountainous
terrain. Archduke Johann, owner of a
water-driven forge, was said to be more
22

private collections, unknown and unpublished to
this day.
Curiously, each of the
drawings was executed on
Honig laid paper, in brown
ink, with an underlying red
chalk tracing. All sheets
were soaked in oil, to lend
them transparency, which
over the years has darkened
the sheets. The drawings
were restored and the oil
was removed. The drawfig. 4
ings of Mariahilfberg and
Gutenstein prove, that all depictions are
in reverse, indicating that they were
works in progress. One of the drawings
from the album (Two Men on a Log
Bridge, see addendum no. 9) is on its
verso partially heightened in watercolor
– clearly done while the paper was transparent (fig.4). It is impossible to tell
whether the Albertina’s gouache was
executed using the same technique as
the Two Men on a Log Bridge, since the
Albertina’s drawing has been glued to an
old mount, and the verso cannot be
seen.

proud of his title as Radmeister than of
his royal descent. What a good idea for
artists to hike around this pleasant countryside, eating what farmers would offer,
drawing their children in return, and presenting a documentation of the district’s
flourishing industry to the local patron.
We do not know, at this time, if anything came of the project. It cannot be
excluded, that the present drawings
were transferred or otherwise utilized
for watercolors. Their consistent size
and treatment, large number, and subject matter indicate that they were for a
special project. The Albertina in Vienna
possesses a gouache of a related subject,
of the same dimensions, made in the
same year of 1810: Iron Works (fig. 3). It
seems to be a finished work of the present series. There could be partners in

Reference:
The Album of Carl Agricola 1779-1852:
Neo-Classical Figures & Early Romantic
Landscapes, Shepherd Gallery, New York,
Oct.-Nov. 2000.
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Addendum
In the Fall of 2000 Shepherd Gallery exhibited The Album of Carl Agricola. At that time, a
number of the drawings were missing from the album. They left “ghost” sheets behind,
which helped us to locate all but one of the landscape drawings. In total, there were thirteen drawings collected in the album. In addition to Log House with Woodpile, Men
Throwing Stones (the catalog entry), we reproduce eleven of them, plus one “ghost” image
of the still unlocated drawing.
All drawings are brown ink over red chalk on Honig laid paper (formerly soaked in
oil). 11 ¾” x 15” (29.3 x 38.1 cm). Watermark: C & I Honig IV and crowned escutcheon
with post horn. All drawings have borders in brown ink, drawn by the artist.
The titles of the drawings are:
1 Two Hammer Works near Gutenstein: Two Girls and Men at Sluice
2 The Artist and Others in Front of Farm Buildings
3 View at Vordernberg, Styria: Artist and Companions in Foreground
4 Maria-Theresien-Hof near Innerfahrafeld
5 View of Gutenstein. Inscribed on verso: Gutenstein
6 View of Klostertal near Gutenstein. Inscribed on verso: Ansicht in das
Klosterthal bey Gutenstein.
7 The Artist Resting with View of Hammer Works
8 The Sluice at the Hammer Works near Freiland. Inscribed on verso:
Die Schleyse von dem Eisenhammer in Freyland, Agricola del 810, d 1n Obr.
9 Two Men on a Log Bridge, the Artist Observing from Foreground. Inscribed:
del 30 September 810. On verso: central composition in watercolor.
10 Shed at a Saw Mill
11 The Artist’s Wife in their Apartment at Weihburggasse 22, with View of the
Franciscan Church.
12 “Ghost” image, depicting the artist seated and fishing with a pole off a bridge,
possibly with a hammer work in the background.
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The Influence of
Adolf von Hildebrand

29

HILDEBRAND, Adolf von 1847 - 1921
German School
PORTRAIT BUST OF EUGENIE SCHÄUFFELEN, 1878
White marble on irregular rectangular self-base, rounded at rear, mounted to
circular marble base. Height, from bottom of self-base to top of head: 15
3/4” (40 cm); width, from left to right shoulder truncation: 8 1/2” (21.6 cm);
depth, from tip of nose in front to curve of hair in back: 9” (23 cm).
Numbered in red paint at the rear of plinth: B658 (a storage record of Bayerische
Staatsgemäldesammlungen, Neue Pinakothek, Depot), Munich.
Ex-collection: Alice von Hildebrand
30
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dolf von Hildebrand was thirtyone years old when he created
the bust of his sister-in-law,
Eugenie Schäuffelen. She was visiting
with her husband, Gustav Wilhelm
Schäuffelen, in Francesco di Paola, a former monastery near Florence. Hildebrand
bought it after his father generously
advanced Hildebrand’s inheritance. The
estate was big enough to house Hildebrand’s studio as well as those of his two
friends, the painter Hans von Marées and
the philosopher Konrad Fiedler.

tural outline of the bust. In 1885, Hildebrand wrote to Konrad Fiedler about
working on a bust: “I followed my old
method of first fixing the space, and to
concern myself with the expression only
later.” The original impetus for Hildebrand came from Greek and Roman
sculpture. In his memoirs Hildebrand
wrote about an experience which totally
overwhelmed him as a boy when he was
about ten-years-old: “I experienced a
great event. By chance I strolled through
the University [of Bern] and stood in the
collection of antiquities. The impression
was overwhelming, I had no idea that
such things existed. Nobody had ever
talked about it, and I was transfixed. The
pretty fountain figures of Bern gave you
not the faintest notion of this world of
naked statues, and I experienced them
as something otherworldly. It was quite a
new experience in my life…I still see the
figures, especially the one of Achilles.”
Hildebrand would elaborate on
aspects of perception, art, and nature in
The Problem of Form in the Visual Arts,
published in 1893 (fig. 1). However,
much of its contents was for years the
subject of discussions between Marées,
Hildebrand and Fiedler. There is no
doubt, that its essence informed the
creation of the present bust. The Problem of Form was received as a manifesto
that stands at the beginning of modern
art. Its influence cannot be overstated.
It was the wake-up call to remind sculptors that truth cannot be found in a
pose, in attributes, in subjective accidental expressions, but only in timeless-

Eugenie Schäuffelen was pretty and
vivacious. At home in Munich she hosted an attractive salon, and was known to
participate in “capricious artists’ fêtes”.
The handsome young artist must have
enjoyed working with his clever visitor.
He extended their sittings to paint her
image in profile.
The bust is inspired by Hildebrand’s
admiration for Renaissance busts, which
he carefully studied in Florence, just as
he had studied Greek and Roman art
when he visited Rome with his teacher
Kaspar von Zumbusch (1830-1915). The
extremely smooth surface might have
been inspired by the sitter’s soft looks,
but the horizontal termination, and the
strip beneath it, are typical Florentine
traits. The immediate frontal gaze can
be found in many of Hildebrand’s busts
of this period. The frontal view corresponded best to his desire to represent
the inner truth of a person, not his or
her accidental individuality. Hildebrand’s goal was to let the personality
emanate from the clear, almost architec32

Alone! (including the exclamation
mark), to give the critics some idea
what to think about it. But Hildebrand
prevailed with his Male Figure, which
caused great attention and signaled a
new start for sculpture.
As late as in the 1980s Gert Schiff,
teaching graduates in New York, would
require his students to read The Problem
of Form. It was one of the most influential books on art theory at the turn of the
century. Heinrich Wölfflin,
one of the book’s first
reviewers, called it “a
refreshing rain on dried-out
ground”. The Problem of
Form saw nine new editions
in the next decade. It was
discussed by artists, critics,
and the establishment of
Universities. Even the elderly Adolf Menzel supported the move to bestow the
Prussian order of Pour le
mérite to Adolf Hildebrand,
and the conservative, neobaroque sculptor Reinhold
Begas urged the National
Gallery to acquire the Male
Figure. Begas lost two talented students to Hildebrand’s camp: Louis
Tuaillon, settling in Rome,
created the Amazone for
the steps of the Neue
Galerie, following Hildebrand’s concepts. August
Gaul became one of the
fig. 1 most important animaliers

ness. One has to keep in mind the
excesses of nineteenth century monuments, loaded with details and individual traits, to understand the importance
of Hildebrand’s call for a reduction of
form, for a confluence of form and content. One of his early sculptures, Male
Figure (1883-84)(fig.2), depicts a standing man with one foot slightly set forward. When it was exhibited in Berlin,
his gallerist wanted to list the piece as
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of his time, again in the footsteps of
Hildebrand.
An interesting dissertation by Kenneth Wayne appeared in 1996 at Stanford University. It dealt with The Role of
Antiquity in the Development of Modern
Sculpture in France 1900-1914. The
author investigated, among other
aspects, how Hildebrand’s tenets were
absorbed in – of all places – Paris. Paris
was Rodin’s turf, his Burghers of Calais
was unveiled in 1895. Much was made of
Rodin’s influence on Wilhelm Lehmbruck, and of Lehmbruck’s eventual
independence. But Wayne seems to be
the first writer who investigated how
modern artists in Paris learned about
Adolf Hildebrand. Segregated from
French culture, many of them lived and
met on the Montparnasse. “All of the
progressive sculptors – from Archipenko
to Zadkin – frequented the Café du
Dôme, which is located within a couple
of hundred yards of most of the private
academies…as well as most of the studios and homes of these artists… One of
the Dômiers was Wilhelm Lehmbruck.”
Wilhelm Lehmbruck (1881-1919),
the German sculptor, ruined by his experience of working in a military hospital
during World War I, committed suicide
in 1919. His work has been cautiously
characterized by Reinhold Heller as a
result of Hildebrand’s “extremely influential writing”. Indeed, the titles alone
of Lehmbruck’s works around 1910, such
as Youth Striding Upwards (1913)(fig. 3),
Female Figure (1910), Kneeling Woman
(1911), give away their relationship to

fig. 2
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Hildebrand’s Male Figure. Like Hildebrand, Lehmbruck’s figures show no
action, no anecdotic details. Lehmbruck
stresses the lines and reduces all gestures. One of the main attractions, however, in most of Lehmbruck’s figures, is a
poetic aura – more often than not a
melancholic one. Hildebrand, in his own
work, might have eschewed this as
“anecdotal”. It is unlikely that Hildebrand was aware of Lehmbruck’s work,
but in his introduction to the English
translation of The Problem of Form
(1907) he opened the door to individuality: “For, whatever his individuality may
be, his work must give a true answer to
the questions Nature puts to him.”

*
Max Klinger (1857-1920) was famous
as a painter and graphic artist (Der Handschuh, 1881) before he became a sculptor.
He wrote that Hildebrand’s work enticed
him to try his hand at sculpture. Klinger’s
New Salome (1886-93) (fig. 4) is clearly
conceived with Hildebrand’s unifying
viewpoint in mind. Klinger experimented
with different marbles for this piece, but
the later bronze version in the present
illustration shows more clearly its relationship to Hildebrand’s idea of incorporating the outline of a distant image into
the presence of an individual.

*
Jean-Léon Gérôme, another latecomer to the world of sculpture, was not

fig. 3
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fig. 5
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fig. 4

aware of Hildebrand’s Problem of Form
when he created his Tanagra (1890)(fig.
5), because Tanagra predates the publication date of The Problem of Form.
However, Gérôme shared with Hildebrand a thorough knowledge of Greek
sculpture, the original source of Hildebrand’s ideas. His Head of Tanagra has
indeed a very close resemblance to
Hildebrand’s bust of Schäuffelen.
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GÉRÔME, Jean-Léon 1824 – 1904
French School
AMOR HOLDING THE MASK OF MEDUSA, circa 1887
PROJECT FOR THE NATIONAL MANUFACTORY OF TAPESTRIES
Oil on canvas, mounted into a board with circular opening and decorative painting.
Size of canvas: 17”x 17” (43 x 43 cm); size of board: 24” x 28 ¾” (61 x 72.5 cm).
Dedicated and signed at lower left of canvas: à mon ami Badin / JL Gérôme.
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T

he much decorated Jean-Léon
Gérôme tried his hand as a
designer to help his friend Jules
Badin, to whom the present painting is
dedicated. Pierre-Adolphe Badin, his
father, rescued what was left of the great
tapestry manufactories after the devastating loss of the war against Prussia in
1870/71 and the subsequent Commune.
He consolidated the Gobelin and the
Beauvais enterprises in 1871. His successor saw the firm through rough times.
After the war of 1870/71, the firm lost its
state patronage and had to replace a
large stock of tapestries which had burnt
in the fires during the war. Rebuilding,
on the other hand, led to new commissions, and re-furbishing public institutions with re-created tapestries became a
matter of national pride. PierreAdolphe’s son Jules directed the firm
from 1882 on. Jules Badin avoided simple repetitions of old patterns and commissioned contemporary artists to supply
new designs. Gérôme, one of the most
famous artists of his time,
was a member of a committee, instituted in 1882,
which was in charge of creating a prix de Beauvais. He
also was one of the artists
who supplied the factory
(fig.1) with panneaux de
faible dimension (panels of
modest dimension).

based on a design by Gérôme, Amor on
the Hippogriff. In 1910 it was presented
to Theodore Roosevelt. As it often was
the case in the studios of Beauvais, a collaborator, Achille Cesbron, executed the
ornaments and flowers. A drawing of
several sketches on a single sheet (fig. 2),
formerly at Shepherd Gallery, provides a
lively record of Gérôme playing with the
subject. In one of the sketches, Amor is
seated on a lion (an amusing reference
to J. H. Dannecker’s famous Ariadne on
the Panther). It also might be a variant
for the hippogriff project. In another
sketch, Amor holds a bow in his hand
and wears a mask of tragedy. In a further
sketch, the mask re-appears on a display
stand with Amor alongside of it, with
bow in hand. Eventually Gérôme
sketched the subject of the present
painting, Amor Holding a Mask. Typically, Gérôme made light of a classical
heavy-weight subject: poking his fingers
through the mask’s eyes and mouth,
Amor stays blithely in control of tragedy.

The present painting is
dedicated à mon ami Badin.
In 1887 a fire screen was
produced by Beauvais,

fig. 1
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The drawing might also have been
multi-purposed, as the standing masked
Amor with his bow is reminiscent of the
masked figure at the base of Gérôme’s
sculpture of Sarah Bernhardt (fig. 3).
The collaboration with Achille Cesbron on the Hippogriff project for Beauvais explains the empty outlining of the
foliage around the central image in the
present painting. It was left to Cesbron’s, or another decorative artist’s,
hand to fill in the foliage on Gérôme’s
canvas as well as that of the surrounding
mat. As of yet, an example of this fire
screen has not appeared. The dedication
to Badin on the painting, and the design
sketches (fig. 2), indicate strongly that
this work was for a Beauvais project.
In Gerald Ackerman’s catalogue
raisonné of Gérôme’s work (revised
2000), the present painting is listed as a
“ceiling decoration” and dated “circa
1889”. No documentary evidence is
given to support the description and the
date. It is possible that the dedication
was not taken into account at the time
of cataloging.

fig. 2

accepting decorative commissions.
Rodin, a young artist, found work at the
studio of Carrier-Belleuse. CarrierBelleuse dominated his studio with the
greatest ease and utmost flamboyance.
He exhibited major sculptures at the
Salon, but he also created whatever the
market desired, including architectural
parts, commercial objects, vases, and
ceramics. June Hargrove wrote extensively about Carrier-Belleuse’s enterprise, especially in the recent exhibition
catalog of Carrier-Belleuse, le maître de
Rodin. At the outbreak of the FrancoPrussian war, Carrier-Belleuse was lucky
to receive a commission in Brussels,
which removed him from Paris to a neutral country. Rodin opted to serve in the
National Guard, but was declared unfit

*
Gérôme’s contemporaries were not shy
of undertaking decorative arts commissions. The separation of fine and applied
art became blurred under the influence
of the Industrial Revolution. By the time
the Arts and Crafts movement championed this union of the arts, AlbertErnest Carrier-Belleuse (1824-1887) and
Auguste Rodin (1840-1917) were already
43

for military service because of his poor
eyesight. Rodin had already worked for
Carrier-Belleuse before the war, so it was
a relief when Carrier-Belleuse organized
a laissez passer for Rodin to join him in
Brussels. Together they worked on the
decorations of the Brussels stock
exchange. Shortly after they both
returned to Paris, they separated – why
exactly will remain a matter of conjecture. However, in 1877, one year after he
had become director of Sèvres, CarrierBelleuse took Rodin back, and this leads
to one of their safely identified collaborations, the Vase of the Titans (fig. 4).
Rodin was just back from Italy where he
had seen Michelangelo’s sculptures,

fig. 4

which are no doubt reflected in his handling of the Titans. Rodin continued to
work on and off for Sèvres during Carrier-Belleuse’s directorship, creating e.g.
the Pompeian Vases (1882-1883) and the
Saigon Vase (1891).
Rodin’s involvement with CarrierBelleuse’s enterprise was typical for the
mid-nineteenth century when progress
was greeted with enthusiasm. New techniques for creating sculpture were discovered, leading to a fusion of Fine Art
and Industrial Art. The Industrial Revolution also leads to Rodin’s casual relationship to the “industry” of making
sculptures. His marbles were carved by
practitioners, his bronzes chased by ciseleurs, the patina decided by the founder.
The physical engagement with clay was
Rodin’s passion. Once the model was
fig. 3
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Latinized the inscription with his signature: “barbouillavit” is not only a concoction of the term “delineavit”, used by
printmakers, it also means “to mess
around.“ “Je ne peins pas, je barbouille”
means “I am not really a painter, I just
mess around with colors.” In the frame he
incorporated opera glasses and a large
Cyclop’s eye. Gérôme submitted the
painting to a City-sponsored competition
for advertisements created by artists.
Interestingly, Salvador Dali saw its surreal
qualities when he included the painting
in a collection of articles about The Academy for Art News Annual (1967).

done, he did not care about the way it
was finished.
Late in his career, Gérôme turned to
sculpture. He employed decorative
artists, such as René Lalique, Paul Moreau-Vauthier, and Émile Gallé to participate in his works. As with Rodin, the
singular involvement of the creator was
not an issue.

*
Gérôme tried his hand one more time at
a commercial design – the peculiar painting for an Optician Sign (fig. 5). It was in
1902, Gérôme was 78 years old and very
famous. He could not refrain from making fun of his authorship. Apart from his
deft rendering of a cute dog (one of many
dogs he painted all his life) and the pun
on O PTI CIEN (oh petit chien) he also
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MAN RAY 1890 - 1976
American School
KIKI OF MONTPARNASSE WITH BAULE MASK, 1926
Black ink on mediumweight off-white wove paper folded in half. No watermark. Folded:
7 1/2" x 4 13/16" (19 x 12.2 cm); full sheet size: 7 1/2" x 9 5/8" (19 x 24.4 cm). Monogrammed at lower right in graphite: MR; inscribed in graphite at lower left: 1926. On
inside fold, drawing in graphite, reversed, two studies of mask-like faces; inscribed at
upper right in graphite: Dali. Stamp in black ink on verso at lower left: MAN RAY /
PARIS.
Exhibition: Man Ray, African Art, and the Modernist Lens, The Phillips Collection,
Washington, D.C., 2009-2010
Ex-collection: Juliet Man Ray, Elsa Combe-Martin
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(actual size)
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I

n 1926, Paris Vogue published Man
Ray’s iconic image Noire et Blanche
in its May 1 st issue (fig.1). It was
published without context, neither as a
fashion illustration nor to accompany an
article concerning African Art or Man
Ray’s photography. The photograph was
titled Visage de nacre et masque d’ébène
(Mother-of-Pearl Face and Ebony Mask)
and was accompanied by a short text on
the evolution of mankind being
advanced by women. By this time, Man
Ray had already been featured in an article about his Rayographs.
Several versions of this theme were
photographed by Man Ray. The present
drawing is based on a vertically formatted variant photograph (fig. 2). This
variant photograph and the present
drawing seem to have different concerns
than the horizontal photograph,
although both do reflect a comparison
of an ivory skinned model and an
African mask. The theme of the horizontal version references Brancusi’s
marble Sleeping Muse (1909) in its composition. It is interesting to note that

fig. 2

the Brancusi sculpture had been displayed lying next to his First Step sculpture when it was displayed at Alfred
Stieglitz’s Gallery 291 during an exhibition of Brancusi’s work in 1914 (fig. 3).
First Step, according to Sidney Geist,
was inspired by a Bambara sculpture at
the Musée de l’Homme. Man Ray was
part of Stieglitz’s inner circle and a
member of what was known as his
“Round Table” at Mouquin’s Restaurant
on 28th Street in New York City. He certainly could have been aware of this
grouping. Interestingly, Brancusi is said
to have destroyed the sculpture and to
have renounced the influence of African
art at that time in his career. Throughout the 1920s, there was an international vogue for tribal art. Man Ray was
sympathetic to it, and eventually Brancusi also re-embraced it.

fig. 1
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pencil, are two sketches of a
face (fig. 4) that appears in
Dalí’s painting Apparition
of a Face and Fruit Dish on
a Beach (1938) (fig. 5). On
the back fold, the drawing
has a Man Ray Paris studio
stamp (fig. 6). The drawing
remained in Man Ray’s possession and he clearly used
the sheet for a possible further project using Dalí’s
painting as an inspiration;
fig. 3 an intriguing link between
the two artists.
Man Ray and his muse Kiki (whose
given name was Alice Prin) met in the
café La Rotonde in Montparnasse in

The variant photograph and the
present drawing, both executed in the
same year, 1926, do not emphasize this
contrast of black and white. Though
both compare the pale, elongated face of
Kiki and the African mask, the drawing
goes even further. Of the drawing, the
art historian and Man Ray scholar,
Wendy A. Grossman wrote that “a rare
drawing from 1926, translating through
pen and ink one of the variants of Noire
et blanche, demonstrates the multivalent
manner in which the artist expressed his
ideas. While delicately tracing the contours of Kiki’s body in simple, suggestive
lines, he chose to dramatically work her
head into an “Africanized” form, closely
mirroring the mask she embraces.”
The drawing belonged in the collection of Elsa Combe-Martin. It was given
to her by her close friend Juliet Man Ray,
in its original mount (fig.7). The paper
on which it is drawn was folded in two.
On the inside, in reverse, titled Dali in

fig. 4
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fig. 5

fig. 6

fig. 7

1921. The couple lived together for six
occasionally tumultuous years, but never
married. During those years Kiki frequently posed for Man Ray’s paintings
and photographs. She also appeared in
his films, including the cine-poem Emak
Bakia (1926) and the erotic L’Étoile de
mer (1928), which played in an avantgarde Paris theater as a short prelude to
the film The Blue Angel, starring Marlene Dietrich. In her memoir, Souvenirs
(1929), Kiki recounted her fascinating
life as a model, artist, writer, and actress.
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CHRONOLOGY OF SHEPHERD GALLERY EXHIBITIONS
* Denotes a checklist. All other exhibitions are accompanied by catalogs.

1967
Fairfield Porter: Drawings *
Early English Drawings and Watercolors (Nov.-Dec.)
1968
Russians in Paris: 1900-1930 (Feb.) *
Abby Shahn (March) *
Ruth Abrams (April) *
Arthur Josephson: Drawings (May-June) *
The Non-Dissenters, fourth edition (May-June)
French Nineteenth Century Drawings (May-June)
Richard Godfrey (June-July) *
Leonard Silvestain: Man Woman, Watercolors (Nov.-Dec.) *
Alexandre Benois: Watercolors (Nov.-Dec.) *
1969
Klimt, Wimmer, Rops (Jan.) *
George N. Morris: Paintings (Feb.-March) *
German Nineteenth and Early Twentieth Century Drawings, Paintings and Sculpture: Recent Acquisitions *
1970
Giulio Aristide Sartorio: Drawings (Oct.-Nov.)
John Michael Chippindale (Nov.-Dec.) *
Hunter Stowers: Recent Drawings (Dec.-Jan. 71) *
1971
Jean Verneuil: Natures Mortes (April-May) *
Thomas Couture 1815-1879: Drawings and Some Oil Sketches (May-June)

1972
Shay Rieger: Sculpture, Drawings and Paintings (Feb.) *
The Forest of Fontainebleau, Refuge of Reality: French Landscape 1800-1870 (April-May)
1973
Wesley Wehr: Landscapes (March) *
Western European Bronzes of the Nineteenth Century
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1974
Gordon Baldwin: 24 Drawings (Jan.-March)
Georges Lacombe, 1868-1916: Drawings (Spring)
1975
Gottfried Brockmann: Drawings 1921-1931 (March-April)
Ingres and Delacroix through Degas and Puvis de Chavannes: The Figure in French Art, 1800-1870
(May-June)
Winthrop Edey: Views (Dec.) *
1976
Italian Nineteenth Century Drawings and Watercolors: An Album. Camuccini and Minardi to Mancini and Balla (April)
The Non-Dissenters, fifth exhibition (Nov.- Dec.)
Pierre Dubaut: Mostly Horses (Dec.) *
1977
French Nineteenth Century Paintings (at the Alpine Club, London, with Jan Milner)(March-April)
Private Collection: Sculpture by A.L. Barye
French Nineteenth Century Drawings, Pastels, Watercolors (Nov.-Feb. 78)
1978
English Paintings, Drawings and Watercolors (in association with Christopher Wood) (Spring)
English Paintings, Watercolors, Drawings (in association with Christopher Wood, Roy Miles, Jeremy Maas & Julian Hartnoll) (May-June)
1979
Nineteenth Century French and other Continental Drawings, Watercolors and Oil Sketches (Winter)
Nineteenth Century European Drawings, Paintings and Sculpture (Winter 1979/80)
1980
Christian Imagery in French Nineteenth Century Art (Spring)
1980/81
French and other European Paintings, Drawings and Sculpture of the Nineteenth Century (Winter)
1981
German Drawings and Watercolors 1780-1880 (May-July)
1981/1982
French and other European Drawings, Paintings and Sculpture of the Nineteenth Century (Winter)
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1982
Ching Ho Cheng: New Works on Paper (June-July) *
Munich Jugendstil and Vienna Secession, 1898-1918 (in association with Galerie Pabst, Munich, and
Barry Friedman Ltd, New York)(Winter)
1983
English Nineteenth Century Pre-Raphaelite and Academic Drawings, Watercolours, Graphics, Paintings and Sculpture (in association with Christopher Wood, Julian Hartnoll, Andrew Kimpton and
Jan Milner) (April-June)
French Nineteenth Century Watercolors, Drawings, Pastels (Spring)
Fifty German Drawings and Watercolors (Fall)
1984
French Nineteenth Century Watercolors, Drawings, Pastels (Spring)
British Eighteenth and Nineteenth Century Drawings (in association with William Drummond and
Christopher Powney)(Summer)
Boris Anisfeld in St. Petersburg 1901-1917 (Fall)
French Neoclassic and Academic Tradition 1800-1900: Nineteenth Century Paintings, Drawings, Pastels, Watercolors and Oil Sketches (in association with Osuna Gallery) (Winter)
Scipione Vannutelli (1834-1894) Watercolors (Dec.) *
1985
Ching Ho Cheng: Twenty Drawings (Feb.-March) *
Vienna 1900 / Wien um 1900. Prints, Drawings, Watercolors and Paintings 1897-1918 (April-May)
Nineteenth Century French and Western European Sculpture in Bronze and other Media (Spring)
The Swedish Vision, Landscape and Figurative Painting 1885-1920 (organized by Moser and Klang,
Stockholm) (Oct.-Dec.)
English Country House Views (in association with Christopher Wood and Henry Potts)(Nov. –Dec.)
1986
The Pleasure of Ruins (in association with Osuna Gallery) (Jan.-Feb.)
English Nineteenth Century Pre-Raphaelite and Academic Drawings, Paintings, Watercolours,
Graphics and Paintings (in association with Christopher Wood and Julian Hartnoll)(March-April)
French Nineteenth Century Watercolors, Drawings and Paintings. Volume One (May-July)
French Nineteenth Century Watercolors, Drawings and Paintings. Volume Two (May-July)
Twenty Nineteenth Century Works of Art: Paintings, Drawings and Sculpture (Oct.-Nov.)
Winold Reiss (1886-1953) Works on Paper. Architectural Designs, Fantasies, and Portraits (Nov.-Jan.
87)
1987
Ludwig Emil Grimm: A German Romantic Printmaker (Feb.-April)
French Nineteenth Century Drawings, Watercolors, Paintings and Sculpture (Spring)
Architectural Drawings: Clarendon Gallery, London, at Shepherd Gallery, New York (Oct.-Nov.)
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1988
French Nineteenth Century Drawings, Watercolors, Paintings and Sculpture (Spring)
Empress Eugenie’s State Visit to the Opening of the Suez Canal, 1869. An Album of Drawings by A.
H. Darjou and P. Montani (Spring)
Füssli through Tiffany. Nineteenth and Early Twentieth Century Paintings, Drawings and Sculpture (Fall)
Winold Reiss: An American Designer, 1920s to 1940s (Oct.-Dec.) *
Jessica Tcherepnine: Botanical Watercolors (Nov.-Dec.) *
English Drawings and Watercolors (Dec.-Jan.) *
1989
The Julian Academy, Paris: 1868-1939 (Spring)
Summer Stock. Nineteenth Century European Paintings, Drawings and Sculpture *
Anne Thirion: Anatomy of the Dead. Drawings (May-June) *
Gail Leboff: The Soul of Angels. Photographs (May-June) *
English Romantic Art, 1850-1920: Pre-Raphaelites, Academics and Symbolists (In association with
Julian Hartnoll, The Maas Gallery and Christopher Wood) (Oct.-Nov.)
European Nineteenth Century Watercolors, Drawings, Paintings, and Sculpture (Dec.-Jan. 1990)
1990
Works on Paper, 1770-1920 (in association with Sabrina Förster and Henry Strachey)(Jan.-Feb.)
Two European-American Artists: Boris Anisfeld and Winold Reiss (March-April) *
New Acquisitions, 1700-1930. Watercolors, Drawings, Paintings and Sculpture (May-July)
Frederic Fiebig. St. Petersburg-Paris-Alsace. 1885-1953 (Oct.-Dec.)
1991
European Paintings, Drawings and Sculpture: 19th and Early 20th Century (Feb.-March)
Paintings and Sculpture (July-Sept.) *
Viewpoints. European Sculpture 1875-1925: Twenty-Fifth Anniversary Exhibition (Oct.-Nov.)
19th Century Watercolors and Small Antique Frames (Dec.) *
Jessica Tcherepnine: Botanical Watercolors (Dec.) *
1992
Ludwig von Hofmann, 1861-1945: Drawings, Watercolors, Pastels, and Prints (Feb.-April)
European Paintings, Drawings and Sculpture. 19th and Early 20th Century (May-June)
Gallery Artists of the Early 20th Century and 19th Century. Central European Drawings, Paintings
and Sculpture (July-Sept.) *
People and Places: an Exhibition of English Watercolours from the 18th and 19th Century. Presented by Christopher Wood (Oct.-Nov.)
Squire Vickers. Designing Architect of the New York City Subway System (Dec.-Jan.)
1993
Max Klinger: Drawings Exhibition with Villa Grisebach (April)
European Paintings, Drawings and Sculpture. 19th and Early 20th century (April-June)
From Isabey to Noguchi: Paintings, Drawings and Sculpture (Oct.-Dec.)
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1994
German Drawings at Shepherd Gallery (March-April)
Nineteenth Century European Architectural Drawings (in association with Ernst von Loesch, Susanna Groppe K.G. Berlin) (May-July)
English Romantic Art 1840-1920, Pre-Raphaelites, Academics, Symbolists (in association with Julian
Hartnoll, The Maas Gallery and Christopher Wood (Oct.-Nov.)
Nineteenth Century European Paintings, Drawings and Sculpture (Nov.-Jan.)
Robert Eugène Pougheon: Oil Studies (Nov.-Jan. 95) *
1995
From Hans Brosamer to August Gaul 1500-1920 (with Sabrina Förster) (Jan.)
Early Romantics: German Landscape Etchings (March-April) *
French Nineteenth Century Paintings, Drawings and Watercolors (May-June)
Rooms With Views: an Exhibition of European Paintings and Watercolours of Interiors and Architectural Subjects of the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries (Presented by Christopher Wood (Oct.Nov.)
Ilka Gedö 1921-1985. Drawings and Pastels (Nov.-Dec.)
Jessica Tcherepnine: Botanical Watercolors (Dec.) *
1996
Nineteenth Century European Paintings, Drawings and Sculpture (Feb.-April)
Thirtieth Anniversary Exhibition: Thirty Sculptures (Oct.-Nov.)
1997
Nineteenth Century Paintings, Drawings and Sculpture (Feb.-April)
French Paintings, Drawings and Watercolors 1790-1890 (May-July) *
English Realist Watercolors, 1830-1915, from the David Daniels collection (Oct.-Dec.)
Decorative Arts Drawings and Watercolors from Biedermeier to Art Deco (Dec. – Jan. 98) *
Harry Zelenko: Orchids, Botanical Watercolors (Dec.-Jan. 98) *
1998
Félicien Rops, 1833-1898, Drawings for Prints (in conjunction with Patrick Derom) (Feb.-April)
19th Century Central European Paintings, Drawings and Sculpture (Summer) *
European Art of the 19th and 20th Centuries (Oct.-Nov.) *
English Romantic Art, 1840-1920 (in association with Julian Hartnoll, Christopher Wood, Maas Gallery
and Piccadilly Gallery (Dec.-Jan. 99)

Shepherd & Derom Galleries
1999
New Acquisitions: 1800-1900, Watercolors, Paintings, Drawings and Sculpture (March-April)
James Ensor 1860-1949. Colored Prints (May-June)
Winold Reiss: Deco Designs, Portraits, Fantasies (July-Sept.) *
Eugeen van Mieghem: Drawings of the Emigration, 1900-1908 (Oct.-Nov.)
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New Acquisitions: 1750-1950, European Paintings, Watercolors, Drawings and Sculpture (Nov.-Feb.
2000)
2000
Works on Paper from the 19th and 20th Centuries (Feb.-April) *
Nineteenth Century European Paintings, Watercolors, Drawings and Sculpture (May-July)
James Ensor: Etchings from the kbc Bank nv Collection (Sept.) *
The Album of Carl Agricola 1779-1852: Neo-Classical Figures & Early Romantic Landscapes (Oct.Nov.)
Constantin Meunier: Paintings, Drawings and Sculpture (Oct.-Nov.) *
Ludwig Emil Grimm: German Romantic Prints (Nov.-Jan. 2001)
19th and 20th Century European Paintings, Drawings and Sculpture (Dec.- Jan. 2001) *
2001
Alfred Brendel/ George Nama: Von Teufeln / Devil’s Pageant (Feb.-April)
Nineteenth Century European Paintings, Drawings and Sculpture (May-June)
Patrick Derom’s Selection (Oct.-Nov.) *
19th and 20th Century Central European Paintings, Drawings and Sculpture (Dec.) *
2002
Emanuel von Baeyer (London) at Shepherd & Derom Galleries (Jan.) *
The Edgar Mayhew Collection of Decorative Arts Drawings (Feb.-April)
Patrick Derom’s Selection (May-June) *
Sculptures in Plaster: An Appreciation (May-June)
Squire Vickers (1872-1947): Paintings by the Architect of the New York Subway (July-Sept.) *
European Paintings, Drawings and Sculpture 1810-1910 (Oct.-Nov.) *
Designs for Gilt Bronze Objects (presented by Charles Plante, London)(Dec.-Jan. 2003)
2003
Alfred Brendel/ George Nama : Thirteen Angels/ Dreizehn Engel (April)
Nineteenth Century European Paintings, Drawings and Sculpture (May-June)
English Romantic Art: Pre-Raphaelites, Academics and Symbolists (in association with Abbott and
Holder, Campbell-Wilson, Christopher Wood)(Sept.-Oct.)
Patrick Derom’s Selection (Oct.-Dec.)
Portraits of Artists, Writers and Musicians (Oct.-Dec.) *
2004
Emanuel von Baeyer (London) at Shepherd & Derom Galleries (Jan.) *
French and German Works on Paper (March-April) *
Nineteenth Century European Paintings, Drawings and Sculpture (May-June)
The Emperor's Gardener: A Painting by Albert Schindler (1805-1861) (Oct.-Nov.)
Patrick Derom’s Selection: American Art from a Belgian Collection (Oct.-Nov.) *
The Cloak of Hecate, Watercolors by Elizabeth J. Milliker (Nov.-Jan. 2005)
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2005
Patrick Derom’s Selection: Five Symbolist Works (April-June)
Nineteenth Century Paintings, Drawings and Sculpture (April-June)
English Romantic Art 1850-1920 (in association with Christopher Wood and Campbell-Wilson)(Sept.Oct.)
Highlights from the Gallery Collection (Nov.-Dec.)
Laurent de Commines: Capriccios from the Baltic States (Dec.-Jan. 2006) *
2006
George Nama, Charles Simic, Alfred Brendel, Yves Bonnefoy: Two Portfolios of Etchings, Drawings
and Sculpture (Feb.-April)
Ivan Meštrović in Vienna (April-June) *
Women in Symbolist Art: A Private Collection, Fortieth Anniversary Exhibition (Oct.-Nov.)
2007
European Sculpture: 16th to 19th century (in association with Osuna Arts) (Jan.) *
Patrick Derom’s Selection: Gustav Klimt, Ten Drawings (May-July)
Nineteenth Century Paintings, Drawings, and Sculpture (May-July)
Boris Anisfeld: Works on Paper from the Estate (Oct.-Dec.)
Patrick Derom’s Selection * (Oct.-Dec.)
2008
New Acquisitions, European Paintings, Watercolors, Drawings and Sculpture (March-June)
The Pipes of Pan and the Kneeling Youth: A Painting by Bertold Loeffler and a Sculpture by George
Minne (April-June)
Patrick Derom’s Selection (April-June)
Ching Ho Cheng: A Retrospective (Sept.-Nov.)
Designs for Gilt Bronze Objects from the French Restoration 1814-1830 (in association with Charles
Plante, London)(Dec.)
2009
Sculpture from Five Centuries (in association with Philip Mezzatesta)(March-April) *
Man Ray: Works from a Private Collection (April-June)
Jules Pascin (in association with Galerie Minotaur)(April-June)
New Acquisitions: European Paintings, Drawings, Watercolors and Sculpture 1780-1960 (Oct.-Dec.)
Jessica Tcherepnine: Botanical Watercolors (Dec.) *
2010
Hungarian Modernism (in association with Galerie Minotaur) (April-June) *
Nineteenth & Early Twentieth Century German & Austrian Paintings, Drawings and Sculpture (Sept.Oct.)
George Nama: Drawing the Bow, Poems by Alfred Brendel (Oct.-Jan. 2011)
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2011
Highlights from the Gallery Collection: Neo-Classic, Academic and Symbolist Masters (March) *
Patrick Derom’s Selection: Abstractions, American and European Art from the 1930s to the 1970s
(May-June) *
New Acquisitions: European Paintings, Drawings, Watercolors, and Sculpture 1730-1920 (May-July)
Three Centuries of British Art (in association with Bagshawe Fine Art, Campbell-Wilson, MooreGwyn Fine Art) (Sept.-Oct.)
2012
Bertholet Flemal: The Triumph of Rome (Jan.) *
Nineteenth and Early Twentieth Century European Sculpture: A Handbook
Nineteenth and Early Twentieth Century European Sculpture (May-July)
New Acquisitions: European Paintings, Drawings, Watercolors, and Sculpture 1780-1960 (Oct.-Dec.)
2013
A Gallery Selection (March-April) *
Wienerroither and Kohlbacher’s Selection: Classic Modern Masters (April-May)
Alfred Wickenburg (1885-1978): Man with Mask and Selected Drawings (April-May)
George Nama: Fleeting Images. A Survey 1958 - 2008 (June-July)
Judit Reigl: Entrance-Exit (Oct.-Dec.)
Josef Hoffmann: Thirty Drawings (Oct.-Dec.)

Shepherd W & K Galleries
2014
Fine and Applied Arts: Vienna 1900-1930 (Jan.-Feb.) *
A Gallery Selection (March-April) *
Jean-Loup Champion: Boxing Day (May-April)
Works from the Collection of Robert Isaacson and James Draper (May-July)
Alfred Kubin Drawings (Oct.-Dec.)
2015
Wienerroither and Kohlbacher’s Winter Selection (Feb.) *
Ching Ho Cheng: The Five Elements (April-May)
New Acquisitions: Nineteenth and Early Twentieth Century European Sculpture (May-July)
Three Centuries of British Art (in association with Bagshawe Fine Art, Guy Peppiatt Fine Art and
Moore-Gwyn Fine Art)(Sept.-Oct.)
Sidney Lazarus: Fantastical and Visionary Works (Oct.-Dec.)
Vienna 1910: Artist and Dancer. Erwin Lang and Grete Wiesenthal (Nov.-Dec.)
2016
The Human Form: Works from the Gallery Collection (May-June)
George Nama: Works 1958-1978 (June-July)
Five Works from W&K Gallery to Complement Shepherd Gallery’s Fiftieth Anniversary (Oct.-Dec.)
Fifty Years, Five Works: Shepherd Gallery’s Fiftieth Anniversary (Oct.-Dec.)
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